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Our fees
Our fees ensure that your unique conveyancing needs are looked at in depth by a
qualified solicitor. Prices from:
• Residential freehold purchase:

From £1,500 plus VAT*

• Residential leasehold purchase:

From £1,800 plus VAT

• Residential sale:

From £1,250 plus VAT

• Residential leasehold sale:

From £1,550 plus VAT

Changes to quoted fees
Where the sale or purchase is more complex as a result of any of the following issues, we will
communicate with you before increasing our costs:
• Title issues;
• Restrictive covenants;
• Inadequate easements;
• Obtaining indemnity insurance; and/or
• Excessive amounts of additional enquiries raised by the other parties solicitors;
• Our solicitors may need to charge for additional work that is required outside of the
quoted fee. Any additional fees will be charged at our standard hourly rates and will be
confirmed to you prior to any work being undertaken. For reference, our hourly fee
structure is provided below.

Fee Earner

Hourly rate

Director and Head of Department

£260

Senior Associate

£210 - £250

Associate

£170 - £210

Solicitor

£130 - £170

Trainee Solicitor

£110 - £130

Third party disbursements
These may apply in relation to any
conveyancing transaction, they relate to:
• Registered title;
• Restrictive covenants;
• Leasehold properties;
• Other residential transactions.

Third party costs
Purchasing
The likely third party costs (charged at cost)
involved in purchasing a property are:
• Land Registry search: £3 per title;
• Bankruptcy searches: £2 per person;
• Search pack: our standard suite of
searches costs circa £350**;
• Land Registry fee: variable based on the
value of the property;
• Stamp Duty Land Tax/Land Transaction
Tax: variable based on the value of
the property;
• Bank charges: £16 plus VAT per transfer
required.

Third party costs
Sales
• Land Registry searches and copy
cocuments: £3 per document;
• Bank charges: £16 plus VAT per
transfer.

The residential
conveyancing process
The average time for a conveyancing
transaction to complete is between 8 – 12
weeks. However, the timescale will differ
between each transaction based on factors
such as: the number of properties in the
chain, whether any issues are identified
during the process, funding arrangements

• Dealing with any requirements of the
bank in respect of your mortgage
(if relevant);
• Exchanging contracts to legally bind
the sale;
• Dealing with completion and making the
necessary completion payments;
• Dealing with the post-completion

or other parties wishing to delay

requirements such as stamp duty and

the process.

land registry registrations.

We have set out below a general overview
of the residential conveyancing process for
sales and purchases. As no two
conveyancing transactions are the same, we
always like to have an initial chat with you to
discuss your transaction and explain what
key stages you can expect and the likely
timescales for these stages.

Selling
• Take instructions and give initial advice;
• Prepare the contract pack consisting of
the sale contract, official copy title
documents and pre-contract enquiries;
• Assist you with replies to enquiries raised
by the buyer’s solicitor;

Purchasing
• Take instructions and give initial advice;
• Review the contract pack
from the seller;
• Raise enquiries in respect of the
property and advising you on
the responses;
• Order searches in respect of the
property and advising on the
search results;
• Prepare a report on the property;
• Draft the transfer deed;

• Assist you with the redemption of your
mortgage (if relevant);
• Advise you in respect of the transfer deed
prepared by the buyer’s solicitor;
• Exchange contracts to legally bind
the sale;
• Deal with completion and making the
necessary completion payments.

Our commitment to you
The Real Estate practice at Rubric is made up of qualified solicitors, working alongside
trainee solicitors and paralegals. All supervision of non-qualified solicitors is provided by
the managing director, James Howell. The details of each team member can be found on
our website: rubric.law/about
We know that buying and selling a residential property can be one of the top two stress
inducing times in an individual’s life. Research has shown that the lack of proactive
communication from solicitors is the main frustration for clients.
That is why Rubric has gone above and beyond to ensure that your communication with
us is guaranteed.
Rubric has committed to a Communication Charter which provides you with a bespoke
plan, outlining exactly when and how you can expect to hear from us with updates and
information.
More details can be found here
* VAT is charged at the current rate at any given time. This is currently 20%.
** Further searches may be required based on the land in question.
Advised where relevant.

